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National Geographic Readers Cheetahs
Beautiful photographs and mind-boggling facts will delight young readers as they learn about this majestic and mysterious cat.
Introduces facts about the planets, distinguishing between the inner, gas, and dwarf planets, and discusses how scientists learn
about the planets and outer space.
Silently they stalk, carefully they creep, with perfect precision, they pounce! Face it folks, leopards are just SO COOL. Leopards
are among the world's top predatory big cats, but that's just ONE reason why they are SO COOL. So who wouldn't want to hang
out with them to learn more? These books blend awesome animal photos with silly quips and info that will delight young readers
and animal enthusiasts. For example, kids can learn that leopards are the best climbers of all the big cats, that they have excellent
night vision, and that black panthers are just leopards that are born black. This is the perfect little reader to start kids' brains
buzzing and keep them laughing during downtime, bedtime, or anytime!
Find out what happens when predator is pitted against predator in this exciting, informative reader. The Level 1 text provides
accessible, yet wide-ranging, information about some of the world's most amazing creatures for beginning readers. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
Explore the history of Ellis Island, one of the most recognized landmarks in American history. Kids will learn about its early history
as a Mohegan island and rest spot for fishermen through its time as a famous immigration station to today's museum. The level 3
text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent readers.
"Information and pictures of cats for young children"-Chocolate or vanilla? Creamy peanut butter or crunchy? Cats or dogs? On some matters in life, every kid must take a stance. Ever
since the first youngster in history had a pet, cats vs. dogs has been a hotly debated issue at recesses and lunch tables worldwide.
Which one's better? Smarter? This reader presents the facts in fun and informative fashion. Kids will love the stimulating Level 3
text as they decide the answer to this question for themselves. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common
Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.

Explore the amazing animals of Africa! Travel through the savanna, jungle, and desert to meet lions, elephants, giraffes,
and more animals in this leveled reader about the most popular African safari animals that's perfect for advanced
readers. Packed with weird-but-true facts and tons of animal info, this Level 3 Reader tours the diverse grasslands,
watering holes, rain forests, and deserts of Africa. Get up close to some of the most amazing animals in Africa, including
big cats, crocs, pangolins, hippos, rhinos, elephants, and more. Find out how fast a cheetah can sprint, how much a croc
can fit in its massive jaws, and more wild stuff. Kids also get an introduction to the importance of animal conservation.
National Geographic Fact Readers feature the same expert-vetted running text as traditional readers--with a bonus of
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100 fun facts sprinkled throughout! A fact roundup at the end of each book lets kids review what they've learned. (Plus,
they can impress their friends with their animal expertise!)
Why were mummies mummified? These mysterious corpses provide a fascinating window on the past of cultures
worldwide. Mummies has plenty of ghoulish intrigue to keep young readers reading. This irresistible title provides the
solid science behind the myths and guarantees a successful and rewarding reading experience for kids at level 2.
Mummies is a compelling combination of fun, facts, jokes and captivating photography. National Geographic supports
K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Bring your learning to life with compelling images, media and text from National Geographic. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
LEARNING READER: TRAVEL AND TOURISM w/PAC eBOOK will help you develop a clearer understanding of the
world around you through engaging content. This reader is designed to be used in combination with several core texts in
hospitality, travel and tourism. Used as a supplement with two strong brands of National Geographic and Delmar
Learning, this reader will bring relevancy, and first-hand accounts from countries around the world. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
NBA star Boris Diaw of the San Antonio Spurs takes young readers on safari as he explores his off-court passion: wildlife
photography! Join Diaw as he escapes from stampeding wildebeests, comes face-to-face with lions, and discovers why
you should never come between a hippo and its watery home. Through engaging stories and photos by Diaw, readers
will discover a whole new side to this basketball champ. National Geographic Kids Chapter books pick up where the bestselling National Geographic Readers series leaves off, offering young animal lovers who are ready for short chapters
lively, exciting, full-color true stories--just right to carry in backpacks, share with friends, and read under the covers at
night.
They live in spooky caves, in forests, even in the dark reaches of ordinary attics and bridges. They flock by the hundreds,
and they sleep while hanging upside down! In this beautifully photographed Level 2 Reader, kids learn about one of the
most interesting creatures around—and discover the bat’s unique place in the wild and in the world. The high-interest
topic, expertly written text, and bonus learning activity lay the groundwork for a successful and rewarding reading
experience. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Here's an animal lover's one-stop source for in-depth information on cheetahs! What do they eat? How do they behave?
Are they at risk? This book also includes loads of fun and fascinating facts about dolphins, as well as maps, charts, and
wonderful photographs of these clever creatures.-Page 2/5
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Read about cheetah cubs and how zookeepers take care of them. This level 3 guided reader book includes intriguing
facts and adorable photos. Students will develop word recognition and reading skills while learning about how these baby
animals learn and grow, what they eat, and how they socialize with each other. Book includes table of contents, glossary,
index, author biographies, sidebars, and word list for home and school connection.
Join animal moms, dads, and babies, as these animal parents teach their young ones about the world. Adult and child readers can
cuddle up and read aloud and learn together in this new "you read, I read" co-reader format.
Come face-to-face with sharks, wolves, tigers, and many more predators in this gripping new addition to the National Geographic
Kids Reader series. Amazing animal photos will wow kids as they discover how predators hunt, raise their young, and contribute to
the food chain. This Level 2 reader is written in easy-to-grasp text and will help kids understand who rules in the wild!
Adult and child readers will learn all about cats together in this new co-reader from National Geographic Kids! From house cats to
big cats, readers will learn all about their favorite furry felines. Co-readers are designed to be read aloud together, with one page
for the child who is learning to read and the adjacent page for a parent, caregiver, older sibling, buddy, or other more fluent reader.
An introduction to the characteristics and behavior of ponies.
Kids will learn all about the exciting lives of wild cats – including tigers, leopards, lynx, cheetahs, mountain lions, and more – in this
new National Geographic Kids Reader. The level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for beginning readers.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
Presents the life of cheetahs, including where they live, what they eat, and how they care for their young.
Kids will learn all about the exciting lives of wild cats – including tigers, leopards, lynx, cheetahs, mountain lions, and more – in this
new National Geographic Kids Reader. The level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for beginning readers.
What do chameleons, octopuses, and arctic foxes all have in common? They change color! Meet amazing animals that alter their
appearances in this Level 2 reader. Packed with beautiful and engaging photos, this new leveled reader dives into the amazing
world of animals that change their appearance based on environment, the need to blend in to hunt or stay safe, and even their
mood! Kids will learn all about the how and why of these amazing animal transformations. National Geographic Readers'
combination of expert-vetted text, brilliant images, and a fun approach to reading have proved to be a winning formula with kids,
parents, and educators. Level 2 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging information for kids ready to read on their own, perfect
to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Stomp around the African savanna, run around the forests of India, take a mud bath, and more as you learn all about elephants!
Adult and child readers can learn together in this new Level 1 co-reader from National Geographic Kids, full of engaging photos
and fun facts.
Introduces four animals--ponies, pandas, dolphins, and cheetahs--and describes where they live, what they eat, and how they care
for their young.
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Every year like clockwork, animals both big and small are driven by a natural instinct to move, in order to survive. On both land
and sea, they fight the odds and the forces of nature to breed, feed, or lead and carry on for future generations. This reader is an
introduction to the treacherous trek of the zebra, walrus, and Christmas Island red crab to overcome obstacles that include hungry
cheetahs, stinging yellow crazy ants, and even their fellow species to make the often impossible journey of their lives. National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
Introduces four animals--ponies, pandas, dolphins, and cheetahs--and describes where they live, what they eat, and how they care
for their young.-"Facts about animals in Africa, for young readers"-Kids will learn all about the exciting lives of wild cats, including tigers, leopards, lynx, cheetahs, and mountain lions, in this National
Geographic Kids Reader. Level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for beginning readers.

A National Geographic team in Botswana sets out on the difficult task of filming one of the most beautiful creatures on
earth; the cheetah. Cheetahs are presently endangered and the team's goal is to show how important these animals are
through photographs. Why is it so difficult to photograph a cheetah? Will they succeed in getting the shots?
NBA star Boris Diaw of the San Antonio Spurs takes young readers on safari as he explores his off-court passion: wildlife
photography! Join Diaw as he escapes from stampeding wildebeests, comes face-to-face with lions, and discovers why
you should never come between a hippo and its watery home. Through engaging stories and photos by Diaw, readers
will discover a whole new side to this basketball champ. National Geographic Kids Chapter books pick up where the bestselling National Geographic Readers series leaves off, offering young animal lovers who are ready for short chapters
lively, exciting, full-color true stories—just right to carry in backpacks, share with friends, and read under the covers at
night.
Adorably cute and amazingly fast, the cheetah is a perennial favorite among kids. This National Geographic Reader will
delight kids with beautiful photographs and mind-boggling facts about this majestic and mysterious cat. Did you know a
cheetah can go from 0 to 60 mph in less than 3 seconds? True to the National Geographic Kids’ style and trusted
reputation, snack size bites of information provide easily digestible learning that fulfills both the reader’s curiosity and
sense of achievement. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Cheetahs may be the fastest animals on land, but they are unable to outrun the dangers that have brought them to the
brink of extinction. Readers will learn all about cheetahs and the hardships they face, various conservation groups, and
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ways to aid these face-paced wonders.
National Geographic Readers: CheetahsNational Geographic Books
Chocolate or vanilla? Creamy peanut butter or crunchy? Cats or dogs? On some matters in life, every kid must take a
stance. Ever since the first youngster in history had a pet, cats vs. dogs has been a hotly debated issue at recesses and
lunch tables worldwide. Which one's better? Smarter? This reader presents the facts in fun and informative fashion. Kids
will love the stimulating Level 3 text as they decide the answer to this question for themselves. National Geographic
supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
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